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Gone are the days when children and adolescents use to stash away their cache of porn magazines in
their secret hideouts. With the advent of internet accessing porn websites and reading stories related
to extreme pornography is very easy. Porn blocker is a unique kind of software which is used not only
for monitoring the content that your children are viewing while using internet but also for filtering and
blocking the content depending on the setting you choose to make. The software used for web filter
will provide a detailed log of the user and his activities. This would include the timing of access and
the URL of the website.

Every coin has two sides. Same is with the internet which can be immensely beneficial as well as
hugely detrimental to the people if used in an inappropriate way. There are many benefits of installing
software for internet watch. Some of them are enumerated below.

Is operable with almost all the major browsers including Google Chrome, Internet Explorer,
Firefox, Netscape, Opera etc.

Filters and blocks pop-ups and website with objectionable content.

Records a detailed log related to the activities performed online including the details of data and
downloads.

You can also pre-schedule the usage of internet by setting time related guidelines.

Web filter software can monitor internet activity even if you are on a vacation.

Parents and adults can monitor what a child is watching thereby preventing him for getting exposed
to unwanted stuff at an age when he is mentally not prepared to handle it. In fact, a indo porn blocker
can be a nice and decent way to let you know what your child is up to. This will save you from asking
embarrassing questions to your child or going through his cupboards or school bag to see what he is
up to.   It is imperative to keep an internet watch on the web related activities of your child. We
understand that many would feel that this is akin to not trust your child but this is not so. Children are
very vulnerable and if they are exposed to something such as pornography then it can leave some
bad impressions on their mind. A porn blocker is a way to ensure that all sorts of unwanted content
are blocked. In the meantime, you as a parent get time to educate your child about sex education
which is a must for all children.

X3 internet watch is free accountability software designed to help with online integrity. When you
browse the internet porn blocker and access a site which may contain questionable material, the
program will record the site name.
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